Dorothea Lange
dorothea lange - photography, dust bowl & facts - biography - dorothea lange was a photographer
whose portraits of displaced farmers during the great depression greatly influenced later documentary
photography. dorothea lange - resourcesylor - dorothea lange 1 dorothea lange dorothea lange dorothea
lange in 1936 born may 26, 1895hoboken, new jersey died october 11, 1965 (aged 70)san francisco, california
nationality usa field photography dorothea lange (may 26, 1895 – october 11, 1965) was an influential
american documentary photographer and photojournalist, best known for her depression-era work for the farm
security ... dorothea lange: capturing the reality of the great ... - administration, dorothea lange, was
born dorothea nutzhorn in hoboken, new jersey in 1895. as a child, she explored the streets of new york city
and observed the great divide between the poor people on the street and the wealthy individuals in the arts
and entertainment industry. dorothea lange: the photographer as agricultural sociologist - 698 the
journal of american history december 2006 dorothea lange: the photographer as agricultural sociologist linda
gordon for suggestions on how to use this article in the u.s. history classroom, see our “teach- questions
about dorothea lange - dorothea lange, was born dorothea nutzhorn in hoboken, new jersey in 1895. at age
seven, she experienced a bout with polio that left her with a slight, life-long limp. five years later, her father
abandoned the family. undeterred from her goal of becoming a camera artist, lange found work as a
photographer’s assistant in new york studios and ... human erosion in california (migrant mother),
dorothea lange - human erosion in california (migrant mother), dorothea lange thus wrote photographer
dorothea lange of her extraordinary life and career. she worked for arnold genthe in his portrait studio in new
york and studied photography with clarence white at columbia university. in 1918 she began to travel around
the world to make her living as a ... photographic equality: dorothea lange, her migrant mother ... - it is
significant, too, that dorothea lange came to prominence during the time when franklin delano roosevelt, an
even more severe polio victim, rose to power. neither would let their disability stand in the way of doing
important work. still, dorothea was called ‘limpy’ by other children, while her mother always said, ‘now walk
dorothea lange 18 b migrant mother, 1936 - renaissance madonna. yet lange herself could never understand its particular appeal. when she once complained about the continual use of this photograph to the
neglect of her others, she was reminded by a friend that “time is the greatest of editors, and the most
reliable.” dorothea lange [1895–1965] migrant mother, 1936 dorothea lange: photographer with a heart mondo publishing - 4 dorothea lange: photographer with a heart session 2 text selection: pp. 5–16 returning
to the text 5 minutes ask students to reflect on the text read previously. guide them to recall how they applied
the learning focus to their reading. dorothea lange - indiana university - dorothea lange dorothea lange
was born dorothea margaretta nutzhorn in 1895, in hoboken, new jersey. she dropped her middle name and
assumed her mother's maiden name after her father abandoned her and her mother. dorothea developed polio
at age 7, which left her with a permanent limp. she dorothea lange in oregon - photo dorothea lange
dorothea & second husband paul taylor, 1939 photo imogene cunningham . dorothea lange the farm security
administration’s best-known photographer, dorothea lange, was born dorothea nutzhorn in hoboken, new
jersey in 1895. at age seven, she experienced a bout with polio
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